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 InnerVision Wellness
Transformational Coaching & Reiki






  
 
  Deep Coaching
[image: ]
Are you ready to make significant change, to connect with your higher self, examine core values, boundaries, ego patterns, and find healing?



Reiki Energy Healing
[image: ]
Let the healing power of Reiki energy calm, restore and provide balance for your entire energy system.



Reiki for Caregivers
[image: ]
Reiki can restore energy, compassion and help overcome caregiver burnout. Give the gift of Reiki to yourself or someone special.




Reiki Meditations
[image: ]
Holy Fire Reiki allows the Reiki Master to provide individual or group meditations. These powerful, guided sessions provide a deeply personal experience with Reiki.



Transform Your Life
[image: ]
Writings to spark inspiration, insight and personal growth. Read posts from the Transform Your Life Blog



Classes & Workshops
[image: ]
Reiki classes and occasional online or in-person personal growth opportunities that make you feel good!




I assist you with your transformation using a blend of coaching, spirituality & Reiki energy.

 Book Reiki or a Coaching Discovery Call Now
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InnerVision Wellness LLC is based in Central New York (Eastern Time) and is currently seeking clients who are US residents.
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Hello! I'm Tracy Frenyea
Life Transformation Coach & Reiki Master

I am here to hold space for your transformation,
ask powerful questions, encourage reflection
and inspire empowerment.

I'm honored to help you on your path to
healing and self-discovery. 

I am here to:
hold space for your transformation,
ask provocative questions,
encourage reflection
and inspire empowerment.

I'm honored to help you
on your path to
healing and self-discovery. 




Kind words from my clients...

After coaching Lorna, she shared this with me...

Tracy is a deeply sensitive and intuitive coach. Tracy created a loving and safe container for me to dive deep into long held limiting beliefs from childhood, where my deeper inner voice of love and unconditionality emerged with the message of “Being is more than enough”.

Tracy held the healing space with gentle and loving care, guiding and supporting me through this issue. Since working with Tracy I have felt more connected with my inner voice and developed a more authentic way of being in the world. She is a truly heart-centered and talented transformational coach and I would recommend anyone to work with her at any stage of their healing and transformational journey.

I was so pleased to have helped Lorna. I can help you, too!

Another client, Shelby, wants you to know this...

I had terrible anxiety, and was really struggling with my health and setting boundaries through work. I have just finished up my last session, and have been able to conquer my anxiety that was starting to control my life. Tracy helped me find new strategies to control my anxieties and work through it. She also has helped me start to find balance between my work and personal life. I felt so comfortable and it was so easy to talk to Tracy, knowing there was no judgment. I can't thank you enough, Tracy!!

Way to go, Shelby!

Sandy, a Reiki client said this about her first session...

The session was fabulous. Her work space is peaceful and clean. It was so relaxing and a great way to de-stress! At some point during my session I realized that my shoulder and neck pain were no longer there. I still do not have the same level of neck and shoulder pain and it has been 3 days!

Imagine that!




Book Your Discovery Call or Reiki Session Now

Let's Be Reiki Friends!
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Sign up for our newsletter!

Want to stay up-to-date on industry trends?
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